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twinkle toes »  
If the shoe fits, add some princess-style details! For 
this blinged-out baby look, embellish our basic black 
sneakers with rows and rows of iron-on gems. Then tie 
it all together with some sweet gingham ribbon.

lil' sis, big bro Custom 
lettering? Oh baby, it’s true! We 
carry flocked transfer sheets in 
an eye-popping array of trendy 
colors and patterns. Simply trace 
your letters onto the transfer—
try stencils for the perfect 
design. Then cut out and iron on 
according to the manufacturer’s  
instructions.

bottom line This little 
man has fashion covered from 
front to back! His simple onesie 
says goodbye with embroidered 
iron-on letters. Tip: Don’t see 
your favorite color? No problem! 
We offer an extensive selection 
of fabric dyes. For this look, 
we followed the manufacturer’s 
instructions to dye both the 
letters and the onesie.

   pink, please Our canvas 
bags are as cute as can be, but they’re 
even better when they’re personalized. Try 
some iron-on letters (we went for posh 
polka dots) and a pair of trendy clip-on 
embellishments. Now…carry on!

« head space Our trendy 
crocheted caps are just begging for 
embellishment! And this embellishment is 
as easy as it gets! Both bow and flower are 
mounted on alligator clips. That means no 
gluing, no sewing and no sweat!

« bow bag A little felt purse, 
a sassy zebra iron-on and a 

coordinating bow clip? 
They all add up to the 

perfect wild child 
accessory! Tip: 

If you want to 
make things 

permanent, 
try adhering 
the bow to 

the bag with 
hot glue.

» 

owl be seeing you…in 
a one-of-a-kind tee! This bird-brained 
babywear stars an adorable felt appliqué. 
Just iron it to the fabric according to the 
manufacturer’s instructions. Then add even 
more character to the look with stacks  
of quirky felt dots, glued into place.

FROM TRENDY  
TEES TO ADORABLE 

DRESSES, OUTFIT YOUR 
LITTLE FASHIONISTA 

WITH THE HOTTEST IN 
TODAY’S FASHION 

TRENDS BY ADDING 
RIBBONS, TRIMS AND 

EMBELLISHMENTS,  
OH MY!



» anyhoo…
Turn our ready-to-embellish 
babywear into an all-out owl fest! 
We made a basic onesie and 
some simple legwarmers with 
iron-on letters and crocheted 
flowers. But what’s our favorite 
part of the ensemble? Hoot-
worthy headgear, created from 
a pair of crocheted caps. Tip: To 
make the ears, sew two triangle-
shaped pouches from an extra 
cap—you can keep things quick 
by cutting the pieces out along 
the folds. When you’re done, turn 
the pouches right side out and 
whipstitch them into place as 
shown.

« trim spin
Rickrack rings true on this 
brightly embellished tank dress. 
The oversized trim is available 
in the Sewing Department. We 
glued it on, along with a trio 
of handmade ribbon rosettes. 
And we didn’t forget the 
accessories. We decked out a 
simple hair band and a pair of 
little shoes to match.

 
« zoo view 
For this little sundress, we cut 
the sleeves and the neckline 
away from a plain white 
tee. Then we stitched up a 
casing to hold some shiny 
black ribbon ties. A band of 
pink T-shirt fabric, the skirt 
from a chic zebra print tank 
dress, and some improvised 
“appliques” rounded out the 
adorable design.

just rosy » 
Sassy rosettes put a playful 
spin on this edgy zebra 
tank dress featured on the 
cover. We machine-stitched 
the rosette trim (sold 
by the yard in the Fabric 
Department) into place. 
The matching legwarmers 
feature individual rosettes 
cut from the trim and glued 
to the bottom cuffs.

what a ruffle » 
This plain white tank dress 
got a whole new look with 
some simple, machine-
stitched ruffles—you’ll find 
the precious prints in our 
Fabric Department. After 
you’ve ruffled things up, 
try adding a fancy iron-on 
monogram and a trio of 
pretty crocheted flowers. 

Tip: Tie her look together 
with adorable Mary Jane 
tights. We carry them in 
sizes from teeny-tiny to  
12 months.

« best buds 
Oh, the power of a flower! We 
made this simple off-the-shelf tank 
dress bloom with a sprinkling of 
sweet crocheted petals. We stacked 
them up, stitched them on…and 
embellished a cap to match! Tip: 
Add even more custom flair to her 
ensemble with bright embroidery 
thread and some well-placed 
decorative stitches. 


